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Abstract:

Examples of complex adaptive systems abound in biology and animal movement is clearly
not an exception. As a fundamental feature of life, animal movement should have evolved
robust solutions to cope with environmental uncertainty. In this sense, a central question
in movement research is how animals use information and their ability to move to promote
encounter success, that is, their chances to find things. Animals search behaviour takes
place in complex and dynamic landscapes, but foraging ecology is fundamentally grounded
under the assumption of full-information.  Despite animals are powerful cognitive systems
uncertainty is an inescapable feature of life. In this talk I will explain basic random search
principles  and  its  value  for  foraging  ecology.  Studies  of  animal  movement  are  often
hindered  by  observations  over  too  short  spatiotemporal  scales  (lab)  or  under
uncontrolled environmental  conditions  (field),  limiting  the  mechanistic  understanding  of
animal  search  behaviour.  As  I  will  show,  large-scale  observation  of  model  organisms'
movement under controlled conditions are powerful experimental systems for overcoming
current challenges in order to study the adaptiveness and robustness of search behaviour
to uncertainty. 
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